Advanced Acous�c Technology Expands Groundwater Science: Example from Central Texas
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(b) Acous�c - PT comparison
Montesino well (Acous�c) & Ca�ish well (Pressure Transducer)
Acous�c - PT
Comparison
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Scatter plot of continuous daily average measurements of water level elevation taken in two separate wells - one with a Wellntel and the other a
pressure transducer - over a 2 year period. Both
wells are completed in the same aquifer less than a
mile away from each other. Data points further
away from the trend line might be attributed to
long-term pumping cycles. Daily measurements
have an R2= >0.90.
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(c) Acous�c - PT hydrograph

Acous�c & Pressure Transducer Monitoring
in three wells
Gandy - Amos - Montesino
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Gandy - Acous�c
Amos - PT

Gandy - Acous�c
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Daily average measurements of water level elevation from three separate wells completed in the
same aquifer within a small area. Two wells with
Wellntel units (Gandy & Montesino) and one pressure transducer (Amos). All three wells show drawdown influence from a heavily pumped well near
by. Hydrographs show accurate tracking of
groundwater trends.
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(d) Acous�c - Manual (aquifer test)
Eckstrom well Aquifer Test
Manual
Wellntel

Conclusions

•Results from acoustic, pressure transducer, and manual
•Results from these three methods compare very favormeasurements
compare
very
favorably
over
time
for
ably over time for both short- and long-term deployments
both short- and long-term deployments
•Wellntel acoustic sensors provide accurate, reliable and
•Wellntel continuous
acoustic sensors
real-time
data provide accurate, reliable and
real-time continuous data

Pressure Transducer (�-msl)
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•Manual measurements were taken with a graduated electric tape during well site visits

Wellntel unit installed atop a
well head

Scatter plot of six manual measurements made
over a 3 year period at a single well match the
acoustic measurements taken at the same time
2
with an R = >0.99.
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•Pressure transducers took readings at 1-hour intervals continuously

Wellntel Acous�c Unit
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Methods

•Acoustic sensors were on a timed or pump-triggered schedule to take continuous readings

Geological Sciences, Baylor University

R² = 0.9998
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Three methods for collecting water level data were used: Acoustic sensors (Wellntel),
pressure transducers (InSitu) and manual measurements (Waterline Envirotech).
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Gandy well (68-08-508)
Acous�c - Manual
Comparison
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COST
Traditional methods of drilling a new well, or pulling an active well’s pump to install monitoring equipment,
can be cost-prohibitive to building a monitoring well network. This can limit the size of a network and leave
gaps in data collection crucial to understanding groundwater trends and conditions.
REAL-TIME DATA
Groundwater resource managers need real-time data in order to make strategic decisions. A lack of real-time
data stems from the above problem of cost in resources and time related to setting up monitoring networks.

Bureau of Economic Geology
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Acous�c (depth to water)

Networks of groundwater-level data are critical to understanding the hydrologic relationships of aquifer recharge, storage, discharge, and groundwater flow. In particular, long-term systematic measurements are essential to groundwater management. Historically, monitoring networks have been hindered by the expense
and logistics of either drilling a dedicated monitoring well or of retrofitting existing active (pumping) wells for
traditional methods. Recently-developed technologies utilize acoustic sensors, wireless telemetry, and
cloud-based platforms, greatly expanding the collection of continuous water-level data at a relatively low cost
by utilizing pumping wells. This paper presents an overview and case-study of monitoring expansion and enrichment opportunities that advanced acoustic technologies represent. On a timed or pump-triggered schedule, Wellntel sensors deliver a non-random, programmable, sequenced acoustic signal into a well. The returned acoustic data are immediately transmitted to the Wellntel Water Data Cloud where water levels are determined considering signal characteristics, temperature data, and history. Data from across a network are integrated, analyzed, and visualized through an analytics dashboard to quantify the dynamics of the groundwater resource and the health of the network and sensors. We compared groundwater level data collected using
three methods – acoustic sensors (Wellntel), pressure transducers (InSitu), and manual measurements.
Long-term data were compared for three years (2018 to 2021) from proximal sites in the same aquifer. Manual
measurements for all wells correspond to acoustic sensors within 0.1 ft and in one well with multiple manual
measurements over time a correlation of R2 > 0.99. A well pair comparison using a pressure transducer and
acoustic sensor also indicates an R2 > 0.90. Short-term use of the acoustic technology for aquifer testing was
also evaluated. Results from these three methods compare very favorably over time for both short- and
long-term deployments. We demonstrate that the Wellntel acoustic sensors provide accurate and reliable continuous data with advanced cloud-based analytics at a low cost for deployment. This technology should be
considered as an additional tool for monitoring water levels, particularly in actively pumping wells. The result
will be networks with greater spatial and temporal data density, and enhanced science leading to better resource management.
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Data/Results
(a) acous�c - manual comparison

Acous�c (�-msl)

Abstract
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A three-hour constant-rate pumping test was
conducted on a domestic supply well in a confined portion of the Middle Trinity aquifer
(Hensell Formation) in Bell County Texas. Measurements were collected from a Wellntel acoustic monitoring device installed on the pumping
well and manually measured using an e-line in a
tremie pipe within the well casing. Occasional
aberrant measurements occurred from the
acoustic device, but they were easily recognized
and all other acoustic data appeared accurate
and matched the manually measured data
almost perfectly.

•Data from across a network is integrated, analyzed, and
•Cost of Wellntel
is more affordable than
visualized
throughdeployment
an analytics dashboard
traditional methods of drilling a new well or pulling a
pumpoftodeployment
install equipment
•Cost
is more affordable than traditional
methods of drilling a new well or pulling a pump to install
•Data from across a Wellntel network is integrated, anaequipment
lyzed, and visualized through an analytics dashboard
•Wellntel advanced acoustic technology should be con•Wellntel advanced acoustic technology should be
considered as an additional tool for monitoring
groundwater levels, particularly in actively pumping
wells
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